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The B6 News 
An independent student voice 
Tuesday, October 21, 1969 Volume 54, Number 16 
Thatch blasts 
bill proposing 
Council ban 
Greg Thatch, president of Stu- 
dent Council, reacted negatively 
yesterday to the referendum pro- 
posed at last Thursday's meeting 
of Student Council to place the 
possible abolition of Council on 
the November ballot. 
The bill, proposed by repre- 
sentative Don Scherzer, would 
place a referendum on the No- 
vember 4 ballot allowing the stu- 
dent body to vote on whether they 
want Council to continue as an 
organization or not. 
"This is the most negative thing 
I've ever heard of," Thatch re- 
marked. "If they're saying they're 
not doing anything, It's their fault," 
he added. 
Thatch said that Student Council 
can be as effective as it wants to 
be. He pointed out that there are 
many enthusiastic members who 
are willing to make Council as 
active as it should be. 
"Council Is a legitimate voice 
of the students," Thatch said. He 
remarked that council should focu.s 
on Issues that are Important to the 
student body. With the backing of 
students at large, It can be an 
Important voice In University 
affairs, according to Thatch. 
Thatch named several Issues 
with which Council should concern 
Itself. He said It should focus on 
the grant of powers of the Univer- 
sity, reviewing and considering Its 
points. He continued that Council 
should seek to seat students on the 
Board of Trustees. 
Another Issue of concern to 
Council should be the plan to give 
19-year-olds the right to vote, 
according to Thatch. He painted out 
that Council, as a legislative body, 
should seek meaningful legislation, 
Instead of arguing over Its 
existence. 
Thatch further said Council Is 
not fulfilling Its purpose at present. 
"Members can make It work, 
If they'll work," he said. "They 
have to look at the situation 
positively. Abolishing Council Isn't 
the answer." 
Thatch said that the prospect to 
make Council an effective unit In 
campus affairs Is definitely there. 
He added there are enough good 
workers In Council to make It 
function In the Interests of the 
stu lents. He reasserted that Coun- 
cil Is a legitimate student organ- 
ization needed on campus. 
is PAUL MCCARTNEY DEAD? 
See page 3 for an examination 
of the controversy. 
Increase in fees 
possible next fall 
-NIWI photo by Brian Stiffens 
A HEAD OF WORK-Miss Nancy Wensink of the Admission's Of- 
fice is in the midst of the unenviable task of sorting application 
forms for Fall 1970 admissions.   See story on page 5. 
Partial relief set for 1971 
By BARB JACOLA 
Issue Editor 
If sources of revenue do not 
prove adequate, students may be 
faced with a $10 per quarter fee 
Increase next fall. 
A possible deficit financial 
position due to the proposed In- 
crease In the operating budget for 
1969-1971 is the cause of the fee 
Increase. 
Dr. B.D. Owens, Vice President 
of Research, said the fee Increase 
Is definitely not absolute. "The 
legislature provided that If the 
University did not receive more 
than a six per cent Increase In 
appropriations, a $10 per quarter 
fee Increase would be cor sldered," 
he said. "Our appropriations in- 
creases will not be more than six 
per cent so it is possible that we 
could raise student fees next fall 
quarter." 
The proposed operating budget Is 
ne.irly 19 per cent higher than last 
year's. Dr. Owens, who explained 
the necessity for the $4.19 million 
Increase at the Oct. 10 Board of 
Trustees meeting, detailed an ex- 
planation for the  increase In an 
Students study dorm jam 
By JAN JONES 
Issue Editor 
(Second of a Series.) 
Crowded campus housing con- 
ditions are not being Ignored. The 
future of campus residence living 
may well depend on a study of 
the problem Initiated this year 
by Roger A. Coate, Student Coun- 
cil vice president of academic 
affairs, and supported by Dr. B.D. 
Owens, vice president of research 
and financial affairs. 
Perhaps the most Immediate re- 
lief to present housing conditions 
will be -the addition to McDonald 
Quadrangle to be ready In the 
fall of '71, said Dr. Owens. 
Housing approximately 850 stu- 
dents, the "medium density" com- 
plex will consist of two 11-story 
buildings. 
"But beyond this," said Dr. 
Owens, "any other alternatives 
are still In the Idea stage." 
Creating a choice pattern for 
students through different types 
of housing Is the long-range goal 
presently under study to relieve 
undesirable housing conditions, 
Dr. Owens stated. 
"I think we need to explore 
various techniques by which pri- 
vate enterprise could provide dif- 
ferent types of housing plans," 
he continued. "By this, for exam- 
ple, I mean different housing units 
for Greeks, married students, 
bachelor graduate students, and 
perhaps   some faculty housing." 
This Is not just a student prob- 
lem, but one that affects the en- 
tire University, he explained. As 
the availability of off-campus 
housing decreases, the availabil- 
ity of on-campus housing must in- 
crease. 
"This is why I think we need to 
provide a wider range of choices 
in housing as far as cost and 
type of living facilities goes, too," 
Dr. Owens said. "And I think 
private enterprise could better 
provide it."  - 
Right now the only choice-mak- 
ing being done must be handled 
by the University—whether to turn 
students away and raise the cost 
of rent to accomplish designed cap- 
acity housing, or accept more 
students  and double up until the 
mo.iey for building new housing Is 
available. 
"This money factor Is another 
reason why I favor private enter- 
prise," he said. " But any type of 
plan takes time. It will take at 
least two years to gear up to the 
point where we can provide a 
number of alternative patterns 
from which students may choose." 
The possibility that student de- 
sires may change towards the type 
of housing they want means that 
housing   units. must be flexible. 
"Rather than trying to antici- 
pate student desires, we must 
gear the living units so a change 
of choice will be available within 
a given range," Dr. Owens said. 
"For example, different wings of 
living units could offer different 
living facilities. Then if change 
were necessary, it wouldn't In- 
volve converting the entire unit." 
The approach to learning stu- 
dent desires needs further study, 
he said. Possibilities Include stu- 
dents Indicating their choices at 
the time of application or at pre- 
reglstratlon. 
Interview Thursday. 
Dr. Owens said that the Univer- 
sity is growing In amount and 
quality of educational opportunities 
offered to the students. The 
number of students enrolled, how- 
ever, has been limited to 15,000 
by the University's appropriations 
bill. In the past, the growth in 
opportunities had Increased pro- 
portionally with student population 
growth. Dr. Owens feels that with- 
out the additional revenue from a 
growing student enrollment pattern 
the University budget will nec- 
essarily Increase. 
The proportional distribution of 
the increases is as follows: 
Academic Affairs account for 
64.25 per cent of the increase in 
the budget. This Includes the 
financing of general administra- 
tion, research, student aid, retire- 
ment and other fringe benefit con- 
tributions, and campus academic 
departments. 
The area of Student Affairs has 
been afforded a six per cent in- 
crease by the new budget proposal. 
This includes health services, 
scholarships and grants, and de- 
partmental budgets. 
Part of the 8.6 per cent Increase 
In the area of President and Vice 
President of the Administration Is 
for equipment to service the new 
computational science 
department—another qualitative 
boost to the University according 
to Dr. Owens. 
Because of the many new build- 
ings on campus and an Increase 
In utility costs, Plant Operations 
have been granted a 10 per cent 
Increase from the budget expend- 
iture. 
The Vice President of Research 
and Financial Affairs received a 
three per cent Increase, and Bond- 
ed Service Facilities and other 
budgets are up seven per cent be- 
cause of the financing of such rel- 
atively new buildings as the Ice' 
arena, stadium, student services, 
and the health center. 
Relative to the $210 per quarter 
fee paid by students, the quoted 
statistics Indicate how the general 
fund Is allocated. 
The proposed budget states that 
"It appears highly probable that 
conservative Income projections 
can be met." Appropriation levels, 
however, may not be consistent 
with enrollment patterns. 
The budget calls for a review of 
additional Income sources on a 
regular basis, and a balance of 
expenditure level In order to avoid 
financing positions. 
-New* photo by Brlon Sfoffons 
INTO THE NIGHT-People come to the Folk Marathon Friday nite to watch, listen, and sing as a   steady stream of performers exhibited their wares.   Story and picture on 
page 11. 
\ 
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GOLLY. WHO KNOWS ...MAYBE ONE DAY...' 
Back lower voting age 
The students of the University should urge their parents and all 
Ohio voters to approve the proposal to lower the voting age to 19 
on    the    Nov. 4 ballot. 
The opportunity for 19-and-20-year-old Ohio citizens to become 
effectively active in political affairs is finally being presented to 
them, and they should do everything in their power to take advan- 
tage of it. 
Not only would they be able to vote should the proposal puss, 
but they would ulso be eligible to hold public offices previously 
closed to them. 
The fuel that today's youth is belter informed, more interested, 
and ulready more active in national affairs than ever before is in- 
disputable. 
Modern communication* hus brought the world closer to the young 
people. Political aspirants, including Sen. Eugene McCarthy and 
the lute Sen. Holier! Kennedy, have geared their campaigns to 
youth, and have curried political fervor to the college campus. 
Political youth groups have become an established part of uni- 
versity communities. 
A person of 19 or 20 has ulready spent time in college, hus been 
a part of the work force, or hus served in the military. He is u 
taxpayer, and is treated as an adult if he violates the law. 
Four other states have grunted voting privileges to persons un- 
der 21, und another other than Ohio is putting the issue to a vote 
next month. 
Ohio's youth should not miss this opportunity through luck of 
action. 
University students, as individuals and as organized groups, are 
urged to exert all influence possible on the Ohio voters to puss 
the issue on the fourth. 
■MS 
letters to the editor 
The moratorium-rebuffing the 'great father1 
I suppose I can partially blame 
myself for being an lnirtlculate 
freshman who was Intimidated by 
the crowd, but, I am pretty damned 
angered by President Jerome and 
the Moratorium audience to which 
he spoke on October 15. 
Dr. Jerome's appearance before 
the   gathering   at   Williams Hall 
Dogwood fights back 
By PAUL COLLINS 
Student Columnist 
The passivity with which the 
American male enters sexual serf- 
dom Is the result of a careful 
campaign of psychological warfare 
waged against him since he was 
old enough to sit before a tele- 
vision set. 
From his first dose of Oagwood 
Bumstead (the show, of course, 
Is called "Blondle"), through 
"Make Room for Daddy," to cur- 
rent reruns of Ralph Cramden's 
bungling, he Is assailed by a bar- 
rage of examples of male Inepti- 
tude and proof that a man can 
survive only If there's a woman 
to wipe his chin when he drools. 
The only men on TV who can 
have a modicum of dignity and 
respect are those not under a 
woman's thumb -- bachelors, un- 
cles, and widowers. "Bachelor 
Father," Uncle BUI In "Family 
Affair," and Andy Griffith would 
quickly become hapless Ozzles 
with a woman around. 
And while Father may explain 
clinically what his son would do 
should a sexual opportunity knock, 
Mother will already have outlined 
sufficiently the ground-rules of da- 
ting so that it won't "Be well- 
groomed and well-heeled, and see 
that she has a good time," Is the 
message. 
Presumably   If   he plays ball, 
he'll snare some young innocent 
by offering her as little as a 
home, an Income, entertainment, 
food, Insurance, health care, elec- 
trical appliances to make what 
little work she does as easy as 
possible, travel, exclusive sexual 
rights to one person, an opportu- 
nity for emotional expression and 
domination over one to ten hu- 
man beings (children), and great- 
er social possibilities. 
If he gets down on bended knee, 
she'll "give up everything" to 
marry him. 
The game begins, of course, 
with casual dating, which for the 
man means being a cab driver 
with credit cards. 
Then comes regular dating, in 
which goodnight kisses are per- 
mlssable, followed by serious da- 
ting, at which point the young man 
Is In deep trouble, because he's 
entering a series of escalating 
committments leading directly to 
the altar. 
From "going steady" to giving 
a friendship ring, to lavallerlng, 
to pinning, to giving a pre-engage- 
m-'iit ring, to engagement, the sin- 
ister plot thickens. 
The girl has subscribed to 
Brides Magazine and learned that 
a groom Is a necessary, If trouble- 
some, accessory to her wedding, 
and his subscription to Playboy 
Is Inexorably running out. 
m-m—mmmmmmm—m 
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And yet the woman asked if she 
wants someday to marry says 
It's not In her plans — she wants 
to find herself first. "Pie-ease 
don't throw me In dat briar patch!" 
While women are understanlably 
Interested In making a marriage, 
a man's search for love Is some- 
what less clearly motivated. 
Settling down before a cozy fire 
with a good book and a woman at 
your feet Is decidedly most pleas- 
ant, but why must It be the same 
woman permanently? 
Our pop-culture version of the 
search for love, revealed In story 
and song, studiously Ignores the 
series of sufferings beginning with 
the first twinge of jealousy and con- 
tinuing through the pangs of poss- 
esslveness. 
And so the unencumbered youth, 
free to sow oats as wildly as he 
pleases, goes off romantically 
after the girl of his dreams, like 
a moth searching for a candle. 
Unfortunately, even when he 
finds that ubiquitous Certain Some- 
one, endures the humiliations of 
dating and the series, and per- 
suades her to accept half of what 
he does and will own, he can't 
be sure what he's got. 
Beneath the wig, the false lashes, 
the pancake makeup, the plastic 
fingernails, the padded bra, and 
the "40 - pounds - thtnier" gir- 
dle may lurk his vindictive moth- 
er-In - law, for all he knows. 
But fakery in today's prodigal 
female Is more than skin deep, 
and the security of marriage m.iy 
emancipate the woman hidden with- 
in, the Wagnerian soap-opera buff 
who won't wash dishes and must 
be taken out nightly to keep her 
in a speaking mood. 
The old-saying reverse notwith- 
standing, it seems to make a sow's 
ear from a silk purse. 
The University should Institute 
a counterlnsurgency course in 
male-female guerilla warfare to 
put men back In their rightful role 
of superiority. 
Evasion and Escape, Facing the 
Evil-Eye Stare, Countering the 
"Will You Still Respect Me?" 
Ploy, and Sudden Deafness In the 
Face of "But All My Friends Are 
Pin led," are passible topics. 
But It will be an uphill fight. 
Archetypal fears, deeply Ingrained 
habits, and self-effacing fervor 
will have to be curbed. 
A man will have to be convinced 
he's worth something as a hum in 
being after all, that he still has a 
place In Womanized America, that 
his girl needn't be his boss. 
It can be done, I think. After 
all, some of my best friends are 
women. 
seemed to me to be a benevolent 
sin:tloaing of all the anti-war ac- 
tivities that had taken place that 
day, and Dr. Jerome was assum- 
ing the role of father-figure to 
let all the kiddles know that their 
"fan and games" were okay with 
daddy, as long a they stayed with- 
in the limits he considered to be 
reasonable. 
Dr. Jerome's great revelation 
that he had sent a telegram to 
President Nixon In Washington, 
calling for an end to the war 
(as soon as some nebulous "plan" 
Is created) may have placated some 
people, but not me. 
Dr. Jerome said, "...we cannot 
pull out of Vietnam unilaterally," 
and the entire objective of the Mor- 
atorium was to demand and support 
(to quote the Student Mobilization 
Committee) "...the Immediate and 
unconditional withdrawal of all U. S. 
troops from Vietnam..." 
If anybody was actually fooled 
Into thinking that Dr. Jerome was 
advocating any policy other than 
that which Johnson and Nixon have 
been perpetrating for years, they 
were either Just passively accept- 
ing aU that the "great father" 
had to say, or they did not fully 
realize that Dr. Jerome was con- 
tradicting all the Moratorium stood 
for. 
What upset me most was that 
after imposing his contrary con- 
victions upon the audience, he 
was applauded. And when the mike 
was opened up to anyone who 
wished to speak, his address was 
not rebuffed. 
I have nothing against President 
Jerome, and I wish him the best 
of luck at his future post, but I 
resent being fed the same guff 
that Is being fed to us dally by 
our government, and I resent the 
fact that not one person challenged 
his words. 
Lisa Johnston 
208 Mooney 
Tickle his feet 
By JAY RICHARDSON 
Student columnist 
Neat. 
That's what football games are — neat. 
I had forgotten why I don't like football games so I saw no reason 
w'.iy I shouldn't go to one again. As soon as I got to last week's game 
I remembered. 
Up and down and up and down and up and down. And up. 
In a school of 13,000 there are probably only 500 who are fired with 
spirit down to their very souls. Unfortuiately, thsss are the cats w!» 
grab all the front row seats. 
Which means anyone behind them who has even a slight Interest In 
the game — mainly, seeing It — has to Jump to his feet more often 
than a Private E-l In basic. 
I wus playing Joe College the other day and I told a girl that I spend 
most of my time In the Union, which is nothing to really brag about 
since there are no restrictions or qualifications required to haunt 
the Nest, as can be evidenced by some of the more extraneous "res- 
idents" there. 
But anywiy, she came back with, "I hang out at the Ad Building." 
Now normally I would have let that pass, but it was either ask her 
what she meant by that or go to philosophy class. So I asked her what 
she meant by that. 
She said (to be brief) that on the sixth floor of the Ad Building there 
is some sort of fantabulous snack bar, where the neat people hang out. 
I should have gone to Philosophy. 
People may ask why I'm making a fool of myself by wilting this 
trash. I ask them, what else have I got to do at 2 a.m.? 
I m. st spend fifteen minutes thinking up this rot and writing It 
down. When I get finished, I read It once over and bang — puts me to 
sleep every time. 
Great cure for Insomnia. Maybe you've noticed. Anywiy, it makes 
good stuffing for Homecoming floats. 
I don't want to seem a misanthrope (people-hiter) but, I hive an 
item of Interest concerning the wonderfulness of people. 
(I had two Items of Interest but one of them I can't make public — 
suffice It to say that lately I've been getting the shaft so often that 
I'm beginning to took like one.) 
But back to people, particularly the swell people o'. the city o'. 
Montreal (excluding Bruce Blyth and his friend Mary Worth). 
It seems the police of Montreal took an unauthorized day off. Dur- 
ing their 14 hour strike, there were 10 major bank robberies, dozens 
of smaller store robberies, muggings and assaults. 
The main street of Montreal was littered for two miles with broken 
glass. The broken glass was from the windows of various Jewelry 
stores and hotels which line the street. 
Some of the more reserved citizens quietly observed the holiday 
by ignoring traffic laws and parking codes indiscriminately. 
And as I look at the placid people of Bowling Green I am amazed 
to think that only the suppressive cloud of the law keeps them placid. 
So much for anarchy. 
Heyl I knew If I took enough different courses and went to all my 
classes that I was bound to pick up something of value. And today 
I did. 
In health class, for Instance, I learned how to drive a baby buggy.. 
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Speculation mounts on McCartney's death 
[Editors note: This is the first 
In a two-part series involving the 
rumors of Paul McCartney's death. 
Tomorrow's article will deal with 
the theories Involving the McCart- 
ney issue.) 
By DAVE McCOY 
and 
HOWIE CLEVELAND 
Is Paul McCartney dead? 
Although Apple Records and 
Beatle spokemen claim that Paul 
is "alive and well," rummors and 
investigations have sprung up re- 
cently Indicating that he may have 
died In November 1966. 
The major theory of Paul's 
possible death Is that he was kill- 
ed In an automobile accident In 
which he ran a red light. Another 
car apparently struck his car 
broadside, leaving him practically 
decapitated. 
Beatle Investigators have found 
clues to support their premises 
from various albums that the Bea- 
tles   have   released   since   1966. 
According to the rumors, the 
earliest   clues are found in the 
album "Yesterday and Today." 
On the album cover It has been 
Interpreted that the picture of 
Paul sitting In a trunk, symbolizes 
him resting In a casket. 
Some   of the songs containing 
clues are "Drive My Car," "Dr. 
Roberts," and "We Can Work 1 
out."    The original album cover 
Paul McCartney 
Queen election begins 
homecoming activities 
By ALICE MOORE 
The queen and her court will 
be elected tomorrow to kick off 
homecoming activities. 
The theme this year Is "A 
Century of Frontiers." 
Voting for the homecoming queen 
and her court will be from 9 a,m. 
to 5 p.m. Wednesday In the Men's 
Gym only, according to Cheryl 
Cunningham, graduate assistant 
and   co-chairman   of   the   event. 
Student Identification cards must 
be presented In order for the 
student   to vote in the election. 
Coronation of the queen will be 
at 7 p.m. Thursday at the Stu- 
dent Services Building. Previously 
this coronation was at the foot- 
ball game. 
The pep rally-parade will pre- 
cede the coronation. The parade 
will be at 6:15 p.m. beginning at 
Krelsher Quadrangle and ending 
at  the Student Services Building. 
A bonfire and pep rally at 
Sterling Farm will be at 8 p.m. 
Thursday. In case of rain, both the 
pep rally and the coronation will 
be In the Men's Gym. 
Friday's homecoming parade 
will begin at 6 p.m. at the Wood 
County Fairgrounds. 
The float parade will move east 
on Poe Road to Main Street, South 
to Wooster Street, east on Wooster 
Street to Thurstln, north to Ridge 
Street, then east on Ridge Street 
past the reviewing stand which will 
be between Prout Hall and Hayes 
Hall. 
After the parade, the floats will 
be parked behind Memorial Hall 
for  display during the weekend. 
The Blood, Sweat and Tears 
concert wlU be at 9 p.m. Friday 
in Memorial Hall, according to 
Peter Vail, director of the Union 
Activities Organization which is 
sponsoring the concert. 
On Saturday, the queen will be 
presented to the spectators prior 
to the 1:30 p.m. football game 
against the Miami Redskins. 
The UAO Is sponsoring a dinner- 
dance Saturday, with dinners 
served at 4:30, 6 and 7:15 in the 
Pheasant Room. 
The homecoming dance featuring 
the Al Coblne Orchestra from 
Bloomlngton, Ind., will follow at 
9 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom at 
the Union. 
Special activities have been 
scheduled by the Alum.il Asso- 
ciation for returning alumni. 
Shuttle busses will transport the 
alumni from a luncheon at the 
Union to the stadium for the foot- 
ball game. 
Following the game, at 4:30 
p.m., class reunion parties are 
planned. 
38,000 American 
deaths in Vietnam 
WASHINGTON—As of the first 
of October, 38,823 Americans have 
died In the War In Vietnam since 
this country began Its Involvement 
In 1961. More than 250,000 
Americans have been Injured. 
The deaths Included: 20,542 from 
the Army, 932 from the Navy, 
10,840 from the Marine Corps and 
384 from the Air Force, for a 
total of 32,698 in combat deaths. 
The Defense Department said the 
"other Free World forces" have 
lost 3,344 lives, and North Viet- 
nam 556,629 lives. Using Defense 
Department figures, 693,633 per- 
sons nave died in the Vietnam War 
since the U.S.   became involved. 
Congratulations 
to my 
PHI PSI 
BROTHERS 
on 
their football Victory 
over.the SAE's. 
ROCK. 
which Capitol Records prohibited 
from being released had paper 
dolls without heads and blood 
smeared throughout the cover. 
The next album, "Sgt. Peppers," 
contains fairly obvious clues In- 
dicating his possible death. 
Every person in the mass of 
people on the front cover is either 
dead or his career Is dead. A 
grave in the shape of a bass guitar 
Is arranged to spell the word 
"Paul." On the Inside, a patch 
on Paul's arm has the letters 
"O.P.D." which Is apparently the 
English equlvilent of "D.O.A." 
(dead on arrival.) 
The medal on his chest is sup- 
posedly a British award for heroic 
death. On the back of the cover 
Paul Is the only one facing back- 
wards. 
Various lyrics Indicate his 
death, including a passage from 
the song "A Day In the Life," 
which says, "He blew his mind out 
in a car. He hadn't noticed that 
the lights had changed. A crowd 
of people stood and stared, they'd 
seen his face before, nobody was 
really sure..." 
Other clues are found in the 
album "Magical Mystery Tour." 
On this cover Paul is dressed in 
a black walrus costume, which in 
Greek mythology apparently sym- 
bolizes a corpse. In the enclosed 
booklet there is a picture of Paul 
sitting in what appears to be an 
army recruiting station. In front of 
him a sign reads "I was." 
Throughout the book Paul is seen 
without shoes. This supposedly 
represents a custom of burying 
the corpse without any shoes. 
In one photograph a pair of 
shoes sitting beside Rlngo's bass 
drum has what appears to be blood 
on them. In another picture In 
which the Beatles are dressed in 
white tuxedos, Paul wears a black 
carnation. An automobile wreck 
can be seen In the background of 
a picture of George sitting in a 
Yoga position. 
At the end of the song "I Am 
the Walrus," can be heard "Bury 
my body," "Untimely death," and 
"Is he dead?" At the end of 
"Strawberry Fields" can be heard 
"I burled Paul." 
In their nest album, "The Bea- 
tles," the song "Revolution Num- 
ber Nine" played backwards 
reveals   the   words "Remorse," 
"Paul  Is dead,"  and "Turn me 
on dead man." 
Actually no one could be certain 
who the walrus was in "Magical 
Mystery Tour," but In the song 
"Glass Onion" John reveals, 
"Here's another clue for you all, 
the walrus was Paul." 
On the Beatles' most recent 
album, "Abbey Road," are found 
two more clues. First, Paul Is 
again seen without shoes. Second, 
a white Volkswagen bears the li- 
cense plate 28 IF. (If Paul Mc- 
Cartney was alive today, his age 
is 28...28 IF.) 
Council tonight 
Student Couicll will hold a 
special meeting at 7 tonight: 
In 210 Hayes. The meetlngtlme 
was changed from Thursday 
because of homecoming acti- 
vities. Council will resume Its 
regular meeting time next week. 
FOR THAT SPECIAL 
HOMECOMING DATE 
POWDER PUFF 
w. OF MCDONALD 
rife jBcFttle 
417 
.VAN   HEUSEN 
You've emancipated your id and you're doing 
your own thing! Now you can wear the shirt 
that isn't up tight in drab conventionality. 
Van Heusen "417." The shirt with turned- 
on stripes and mind-bending solid hues. 
The one with handsome new Brooke 
collar. And with permanently pressed 
Vanopress to liberate you from the 
ironing grind. Unbind your mind, 
man! Don a "417" shirt from Van 
Heusen! 
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Sovkts rat N. Yitt 
military assistance 
WASHINGTON (AP) — The level 
of Soviet arms aid to Hanoi has 
dropped considerably In recent 
months, apparently because of the 
end of the air war against North 
Vietnam. 
In reporting the decrease In 
Soviet military shipments, to a 
level perhaps only half the peak 
flow In 1967, U.S. government 
sources did not see any aban- 
donment of Moscow's policy of 
large-scale material support for 
Hanoi's war effort. 
The Soviets are still supplying 
large amounts of petroleum, 
weapons and ammunition, trucks 
and transportation equipment, 
communications devices, and other 
Items used by North Vietnamese 
forces, the sources said. The 
Kremlin announced last week a 
new agreement with Hanoi for 
further arms and economic assis- 
tance. 
Professor joins planning board 
A University professor was one 
of two men named to the City 
Planning Commission by May Gus 
Sklbble last night at City council's 
regular meeting. 
Or. Thomas Anderson, associate 
professor of geography, was named 
after being recommended to the 
mayor as having a background 
In the area of Planning and plan- 
ning problems. 
Also named to this unpaid po- 
sition was Hayden Crabtree, 320 
Clough St. He has served as a 
member of the Council and as 
member of the Board of Public 
Utilities. 
Crabtree was appointed tofln'sh 
a term expiring on Dec. 31, of 
this year with the Intention of 
working a full six-year term after- 
wards. 
The term for Dr. Anderson will 
be for the unexplred portion of a 
term expiring on Dec. 31, 1971. 
Mayor Sklbble also stated bis 
support of the Planning and Zoning 
Committee, for the establishment 
of a Park Commission. Su:h a 
move would "Increase the size of 
the Planning Commission at a time 
when the workload of the M. it tie 
Hoover Commission' Is becoming 
even greater." 
Rules were suspended and the 
second and third readings were 
given    for     two    emergency 
ordinances, Involving the disposal 
of garbage and tree removal. 
The Board of Water Utilities 
was ordered by another suspended 
rules ordinance, to advertise for 
bids having to do with chemicals 
for drinking water. 
Federal aid boosts psychology 
Is Your Accounting Accident Prone.. 
Your Math Mangled.*. 
How About An Electric Adding 
Machine? 
Featuring -All metal construction 
-10/11 Capacity 
•Credit balance 
A $129.00 value NOW for $79.50 (2wks. only) 
Moke your life a Little easier at— 
198 S. Mcin St. 
354-4061 
OF BOWLING GREEN 
The psychology department has 
been awarded a three-year 
$531,900 federal grant by the 
National Science Foundation. 
The grant, which went Into effect 
In September, Is one of several 
departmental science development 
grants awarded by the Foundation 
annually. 
According to Dr. Robert M. 
Gulon, chairman of the psychology 
department, Louisville Univer- 
sity, Louisville, Ky., Is the only 
other university In this area oper- 
ating under a National Science 
Foundation Grant. 
Dr. Gulon estimated that 
$180,000 will be used this year 
to   purchase   equipment   for   the 
department's   new   $2.8   million 
building. 
The remainder of the grant will 
be used to hire at least five ad- 
ditional faculty members and 15 
graduate research assistants. The 
department presently employs 28 
faculty members and 76 graduate 
students. 
Dr. Gulon listed several reasons 
why his department was awarded 
such a large grant. 
"The University demonstrated 
Its commitment to psychology by 
constructing our new building," 
he explained. "The department 
will not be held back by Inadequate 
facilities." 
WANTED: Bartender 
(male or female) 
FULL OR PART TIME 
EVENINGS 
. . . Hours can be arranged 
GOOD PAY 
CALL THE EVERGLADES 874-4308 
Ask for the manager 
"We also have a productive 
faculty," he continued. "Most of 
them are actively engaged In re- 
search, and research, after all, Is 
what a science department Is all 
about" 
Dr. Gulon also said that when 
the department applied fo- the 
grant, a very detailed plan for 
undergraduate Involvement In the 
psychology program was sub- 
mitted. 
The undergraduate program 
provides for the appointment of 
four or more psychology majors 
as research assistants. 
Funds will also be available to 
students to attend psychology con- 
ferences In the Bowling Green 
area. 
The department has also estab- 
lished an undergraduate statistics 
lab equipped with electronic cal- 
culators. 
Besides the $531,900 NSF grant, 
members of the department are 
working under other federal grants 
providing tor research In 
psychophyslology. Job program- 
ming, and decision making pro- 
cesses. 
Dr. Gulon said that a request 
for another large grant has been 
submitted to the National Institute 
of Health to finance a mental health 
clinic. 
The clinic would offer limited 
services to mentally disturbed 
persons and at the same tlmo 
train personnel. 
Also pending Is a request for 
a grant Involving research of treat- 
ments for deaf children. 
* Federal   Eaployeent Information Booth October 23 * 2*. near the Student Post Office; 
Aeency Exhibits October 27 4 28  in  the Ball rooa of the University Union 
' Employment Interviews October 28 - Jfcto the Placement Center,  Student Services Building 
Opportltatjea For All Majors 
fio Government! 
YOUR FEDERAL EOYERMMEMT-M EQUAL •PPMTUJHTY EMPLOYER 
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NEW MSU HEAD-Dr. Cliffton R. 
Wharton Jr., 42, has been named 
president of Michigan State U 
niversity.    Wharton  is the first 
Negro to be named president of 
a major public university. 
Requests rising for 70 admission 
Since Oct. I, 3,600 high school 
se.ilor girls have applied for ad- 
mission to Bowling Green State 
University for fall quarter 1970. 
Admission requests for women 
are expected to bo terminated at 
the end of this month, said John 
W. Martin, director of admissions. 
The primary reason cited by Mar- 
tin for the early closing date was 
a simple lack of space for all 
those students seeking enrollment. 
Some 8,000 persons applied for 
admission to the University this 
fall. Martin expects this year's 
final figures to at least equal, 
and possibly even exceed those 
of last year. 
Of those 8,000 requests last 
year, 3,300 were admitted as 
freshman this fall. Those chosen 
were equally distributed among 
men and women, 1,650 selected 
from each sex. Next year's fresh- 
m.ui class will also be held to 
the 3,300 mark, said Martin. 
Martin has been admissions di- 
rector since September, 1968. Pre- 
vious to assuming that post he 
served as assistant director for 
two years and as an admissions 
counselor for one year. 
"We can't look at an application 
as simply a transcript, "said Mar- 
tin. "Rather, we have to view 
each application as a person. All 
applications are double-checked by 
at least two different members of 
I my staff. 
"Some border-line cases may be 
reviewed as many as seven or eight 
times. In the final evaluation, 
the quality of the applicants sets 
the criteria by which the students 
are selected," he added. 
The Master Plan for projected 
growth of the University has 
stressed a desire to keep the BG 
enrollment from exceeding 15,000. 
How will this affect future 
applicants? 
Martin observed that high school 
graduating classes tend to grow 
larger and smaller In cycles. 
"Right now the high number of 
graduates Is leveling off,"hesaid. 
"But If In the future another 
large cycle begins, some means 
must be provided by which stu- 
dents are allowed to pursue a 
college education," Martin con- 
cluded. 
The situation at BG Is basically 
the same problem that exists at 
similar institutions. Martin noted 
that there is simply not enough 
room to house all the high school 
students seeking enrollment. 
Debaters win tournament 
The University debate team won the Northern Illinois Invitational 
Debate Tournament last weekend. 
The debaters also reached elimination rounds at the Eastern Illinois 
Open Debate Tournament. 
The varsity switch-side team of Gene George, Junior (LA), and Jay 
Miller, senior (LA), swept the Northern Illinois tournament with an 
8-0 record. They were also recognized as outstanding speakers In the 
competition by placing eighth and seventh respectively out of 48 in- 
dividual participants. 
The switch-side varsity team of Constance Davis, sophomore (LA) 
and Daniel DeStephen, sophomore (ED), reached :he quarterfinal round 
in the championship division of the Eastern Illinois tourney. They com- 
piled a 5-1 record In the preliminaries but lost to Bradley University 
In the quarterfinals. DeStephen placed seventh and Davis, eighth out 
of 48 debaters In this division. 
In the Junior Division of the Eastern tourney, the team of Steve 
Miner, sophomore (LA), and Ralph Carbonne, freshman (ED), were 5-1 
In   the preliminaries,   but lost  to  Michigan State in the semifinals. 
anning 
acement Employment Opportunities 
As a public service, the BG 
News will be publishing the In- 
terview Schedule of the Place- 
ment Office every Tuesday. In- 
cluded will be the recruiting sched- 
ule for the following week, re- 
lated advertisements, and impor- 
tant announcements. Watch for this 
sec tlon every Tuesday. 
In order to qualify for career 
opportunities with the United States 
Foreign Service, a qualifying ex- 
amination   mus!   first   be taken. 
Administered In December, stu- 
dents may pick up application 
forms in the Office of Career 
Planning and Placement Services 
(In the Student Services Building) 
and must complete them by Oct. 
24. Test results are used for 
placement with the U.S. Depart- 
ment of State and the U.S. Infor- 
mation Agency. 
The following employment op- 
portunities are available for the 
wsek of October 27. Appointments 
for interviews can now be made 
In the Office of Career Planning 
and Placement Services, third 
floor, of the Student Services 
Building. 
bUSINESS 
October 27 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base 
-Civilian Personnel 
October 28 
Federal Aviation Administration 
-Air Traffic Control Specialists 
Navy Finance Center - Manage- 
ment Analysts, Administrative 
Assistants, Computer Program- 
mers 
Regional Administrator of Nation- 
al Banks - Asst. National Bank 
Examiners 
International Paper Company - 
Sales, Accounting, Transporta- 
tion, Production Management 
Toledo Edison - Buiget & Statis- 
tical Analyst, Home Economics, 
Accounting 
Central Intelligence Agency - In- 
telligence Analysts, Secretaries 
Internal Revenue Service - Open 
Schedule 
Parke  -   Davis  - Open Schedule 
Defense Contract Audit - Accoun- 
tant Trainees 
Jeffersonvllle Census Operations 
Dev. - Management, Personnel 
Management, Mathematical Sta- 
tisticians, Social Science Ana- 
lysts 
Defense Supply Agency - Inventory 
Management, Procurement, 
Management    Analysts,   Supply 
Catalogers. 
October 29 
Department of the Navy - Civilian 
Personnel 
Social Security - Claims Rep. 
Trainees 
Lu:as County Welfare  Dept. 
Caseworkers,   Social   Workers 
New York Life Insurance Com- 
pany - Sales and Sales Manage- 
ment 
Firestone Tire and Rubber Com- 
pany - Manufacturing, Sales 
Federal   Bureau of Investigation 
- Open Schedule 
Meaden & Moore - Staff Account- 
ants 
Manufacturers Bank -OpenSched- 
ule 
International Paper Company 
Central Intelligence Agency 
Internal Revenue Service 
Defense Supply Agency 
October 30 
St. Paul Insurance Companies - 
Open schedule 
Addressograph Multlgraph Corp. - 
Open Schedule 
Shell Companies - Geology Ma- 
jors 
U.S. Dept. of Commerce - Ac- 
countants, Auditors 
Cadillac Motor Car -Dlv. of CMC 
- Open Schedule 
Social Security Administration 
Federal   Bureau of Investigation 
October 31 
Ohio State University Graduate 
Business Program - Bus. Grads 
Dana Corporation - Internal Aud- 
itors 
Travelers Insurance Company   - 
- Sales,  Claims, Administrative, 
Underwriting 
University of Michigan - Financial 
and Business Operations, Sys- 
tem* and Data Processing, Ac- 
counting, Financial Analysis, 
Personnel,   Dietetics 
Lincoln Electric Company - Open 
Schedule 
J.C. Penney Company, Inc. - 
Buyer, Finance, Accounting, 
Systems Analysts, Industrial and 
Civil Engineers, Store Manage- 
ment 
Mead Corporation - Accounts, 
Sales, Industrial Relations, Sys- 
tems Analysis 
University of Notre Dame - Law 
School - 1st year law students 
University of Rochester - Gradu- 
ate Study In Business 
SCHOOLS 
October 27 
Albion Public Schools, Mich. • 
BS In nearly all areas; MBA 
and MS In Special Ed. 
October 30 
Forest HIUs School District-Open 
Schedule 
Berea City Schools - BS and MS 
In nearly all areas 
Lawrence Schools, N.Y. -Openings 
in all areas 
October 31 
Cuyahoga County Board of Educa- 
tion - Open Schedule 
Rldgewood Public Schools, N.J. - 
BS and MS openings In nearly 
all areas 
Berea City Schools 
Federal agency offers chance 
to explore government jobs 
Federal Agencies Combined Ta- 
lent Search (FACTS) will give stu- 
dents a unique opportunity, this 
week and next, to explore career 
cooportunltles with the United 
StatesFederal Government. 
FACTS 13 an experimental effort 
In Joint recruiting by a number of 
Federal organizations — offered at 
only 30 selected colleges nation- 
ally this year. It Is designed to give 
students a quick, convenient, tho- 
rough look at career opportunities 
available with the Federal Govern- 
ment. 
Nearly 20,000 Federal positions 
are filled each year by recent 
college graduates. Serving In a 
wide range of occupations, posi- 
tions open to Bowling Green can- 
didates Include such fields as air 
traffic control, management ana- 
lysis, mathematical statistics and 
others. And the opportunity to lo- 
cate in different areas of the world 
are Just as varied. 
The program coming to campus 
Is also unique because of the Fed- 
eral Service Entrance Examination 
(FSEE) being given, and graded, 
at the same time. Students, based 
on test scores, will then have a 
better Indication as to what car- 
eer opportunities are available to 
them. 
The FSEE Is a written test for 
graduating students to qualify for 
Federal careers In such profes- 
sional fields as personnel, general 
NAVY NEEDS: 
-STEN0S 
-TYPISTS 
MISS MARY K. RUWART 
Civilian Navy Repr. 
Navy Recruiting Station 
300 N. Grand ■ 484-8215 
Lansing, Michigan 48933 
RECRUITING 
OCTOBER 28-29 
administration, economics, social 
sciences, procurement and supply, 
Investigations, etc. This examina- 
tion is used to fill over 200 kinds 
of different Federal Jobs In over 
50 agencies. 
If a student's major Is in a spec- 
ialty like mathematics, accounting, 
engineering, or a similar field, 
th FSEE test is not required. 
Jobs such as: accountant, aero- 
space, technologist, architect, 
cartographer, chemist, engineer, 
guidance counselor, illustrator, li- 
brarian, nurse, teacher and many 
other specialized occupation cate- 
gories are filled on the basis of 
education and experience, and no 
written test is Involved. 
Students will be able to deter- 
mine whether or not they need to 
take the FSEE by talking with re- 
cruiters at the i-ederal Employ- 
ment Information Booth, Oct. 23- 
24, on the ground floor of Uni- 
versity Hall. 
On Oct. 27-28, over 10 agency 
exhibits will be displayed In the 
Ballroom of the University Union. 
Manned by their representatives, 
graduating seniors will have the 
opportunity to discuss specific ca- 
reers and have their questions an- 
swered. 
Employment interviews will then 
take place Oct. 28-31 In the Office 
of Career Planning and Placement 
Services, on the third floor of the 
Student Services Building. Today's 
Interview schedule should be con- 
sulted to determine the Federal 
Agencies Interviewing, as candi- 
dates are encouraged to make ap- 
pointments   for   Interviews   now. 
THE ASSISTANT DEAN OF THE 
Notre Dame Law School 
WILL INTERVIEW INTERESTED 
STUDENTS 
AT THE 
PLACEMENT OFFICE, 1 TO 5 P.M. 
Friday, October 31 
EXPLORE 
CAREER TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES 
IN 
RIDGEWOOD, NEW JERSEY 
A New York suburb with access to unlimited cultural, 
recreational, social and educational opportunities. 
Ridgewood is recognized as one of the leading school 
systems in New Jersey. 
Recruiter on campus - October 31, 1969.   Schedule 
your interview through the plzcement office. 
FINANCIAL AND BUSINESS OPERATIONS 
Excellent career opportunities in university administration offering 
advancement, challenge and responsibility in the nation's largest 
growth industry. 
Requires a bachelor's degree in general business administration, 
accounting, finance or management, including courses in accounting 
SEE OUR REPRESENTATIVE ON CAMPUS OR WRITE: 
Personnel Office 
1020 L.S. & A. Building 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104 
The University off Michigan 
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College officials join 
for black student aid 
Cheaper 
in the long run. 
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Evening Service Hours Men. & Thurs. Till 9 p.m. 
Lot La Riche, he.   /ov 
920 Pllzi it Rt. 224 list   W 
(Opp. Ft. Findlay Shopping Center) 
Phone: 422-6424      Find!ay, Ohio OtALl* 
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SINKING SENSATION?-It was 
a nice try, but the only reward 
these participants received from 
Saturday's annual Mud Tug was 
a dirty dip. SAE's and KO's won 
the event. 
WASHINGTON—While almost 
2,000 white college presidents and 
top administrators were studying 
"The Campus and Racial Crisis," 
111 black college presidents were 
forming their own structure to deal 
with crises particular to their 
campuses. 
All the administrators were In 
Washington Oct. 8 to 10 for the 
annual meeting of the American 
Council of Education (ACE). 
The black presidents revealed 
plans during the meeting for their 
new group which will be called 
"The Organisation of Black 
Colleges" until a permanent name 
Is decided upon. 
The organization Is not Intended 
to be divorced from white schools 
or from the total educational pic- 
ture, according to Vivian Hender- 
son, president of Atlanta's Clark 
College and chairman of the new 
group. Member presidents will 
retain their membership In the 
ACE. 
Henderson said the primary goal 
of the group Is to Influence leg- 
islation at all levels of govern- 
ment, particularly to gain a greater 
SUE DANDAREAU 
Freshman Attendant 
share of the resources set aside 
for higher education for pre- 
dominantly black colleges. 
"We Just don't believe the 
government can Ignore any longer 
the counseling, Insight, advice, and 
long experience we as black ed- 
ucators have developed," Hender- 
son said. "While we do not 
believe there Is anything racially 
exclusive about certain aspects of 
the educational process, we know 
we have developed certain under- 
standings an/i nslghts that a per- 
son  cannot  develop from  afar." 
"The whole spectrum of higher 
education is not In the best state. 
The small colleges have more 
problems than the large univer- 
sities. And the small colleges are 
hiving even a greater financial 
crisis," Henderson said. 
In a separate session President 
Herman R. Branson, Central State 
College, called for "tithing" from 
white colleges to black colleges. 
"Maybe the two H's in higher 
education, Harvard and Howard, 
can get together. Harvard could 
give Howard one-tenth of its 
gifts," he said. 
Branson noted that Harvard can 
get more financial gifts annually 
than the entire Negro College Fund. 
"The need is great; the neglect 
Is even greater," Branson said. 
"Families that make less than 
$8,000 a year can't send a child 
to college." 
The number of drop-outs at 
Central State last year equaled the 
total drop-out figure at Harvard, 
Brandels, MIT, and the Univer- 
sity of Virginia. 
"Most of those at Central State 
dropped out for financial reasons," 
he said. 
The black presidents maintained 
that while their colleges as well 
as white colleges must and are 
becoming Integrated, there always 
will be a role for their colleges 
to help educate Americans. 
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New commuter lots open 
":v- 
N«w« photo by Brian Stiffens 
BATHTUB RACE- Sigma Phi Epsilon and Gamma Phi Beta captur- 
ed first place trophies in Sunday's first race held at the south end 
of the lagoon near the ski slope. ■■■■——^—■ ——— 
The problem of commuter park- 
ing has been basically solved by the 
construction of two new lots, 
according to A. Inghram Mllliron, 
director of auxilary services. 
The two new lots, one north of 
the Health Center and the other 
northeast of the Psychology Build- 
ing, are now open for use by com- 
muter students. Both the lots are 
asphalt, as are the access roads 
leading to them. 
Each lot has space available for 
300 cars. Originally scheduled for 
completion In September, con- 
struction difficulties delayed fin- 
ishing until late last week. 
"Both lots are completed as 
far as parking Is concerned. Some 
of the curbing Is not finished, but 
we aren't losing space," Mllliron 
said. 
The new lots are expected to 
solve the congested parking con- 
ditions on campus for commuter 
students. Mllliron said, "These 
lots will basically solve the 
problem of close-in parking." 
Along with the construction of 
the new com-nuter lots, off-campus 
students will lose one of the lots 
they presently   have.  "The com- 
muter lot by McDonald Quadrangle 
will be converted Into a staff- 
contractor lot," Mllliron said. 
Mllliron added that the McDonald 
lot may eventually be used solely 
for contractors working on con- 
struction sites for the University. 
The two new lots will be des- 
ignated Commuter Lot 1 for the 
lot north of the Health Center and 
commuter Lot 5 for the one north- 
east  of  the Pyschology Building. ■ 
HITMAN'S 
PLENTY OF LEVI 
SUM-FIT BLUE JEANS 
• LEVI STA-PREST* 
SLACKS & JEANS 
LEVI BELL BOTTOMS 
Charge Accounts Welcome 
Leitman's Men's Wear 
147 N. Main St. Ph.  3S4-7SI1 
They've got just the spot for you. 
Maybe you sweated four years to 
lose your identity. To become a bit 
of information stored in a computer. 
Well, congratulations. 
You've got plenty of chance to 
become just that in our deperson- 
alized, do-not-fold-spindle-or-muti- 
late world. 
What you don't have is much 
chance of escaping the numbers 
game and holding on to your 
identity. 
Maybe we can give you that 
chance. 
We're Hoover. 
You probably know us for vac- 
uum  cleaners.   And—-T^~ 7   •^2£LL», 
we're the biggest inf^Ma^™ 
that field. 
But  you'll also^jr? 
find our name on — 
about 80 other house- 
ware items. 
And you'll find it on 18 plants. In 
12 different countries. On five dif- 
ferent continents. 
The reason for our success? 
People. 
We develop talent. Not 
machines. If you've got ability, 
you'll get the chance to show it. 
And if you show it, people 
will notice. And you'll get ahead. 
We're big enough, and grow- 
ing fast enough, that there's plenty 
of room for you to grow. 
Yet we're not so big that you'll 
ever get lost in the shuffle. 
So why not sign up now for 
an interview with 
Hoover. 
About all you've got 
to lose is 20 minutes. 
Aisle 14. Desk 95A. 
Those 20 minutes may 
gain you the chance not 
to lose your identity. 
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Apollo 12 to hold plutonium fuel 
WASHINGTON (AP) — A capsule 
of radioactive plutonium 238, 
which will ride the moon-bound 
Apollo 12 spacecraft next month, 
will constitute the largest quan- 
tity of radioactive material ever 
lofted Into space—except possibly 
In tests of nuclear weapons. 
The capsule will hold 8.36 pounds 
of the nuclear fuel. 
But there Is no possibility of 
any nuclear explosion even if any- 
thing went wrong because pluton- 
ium 238, while radioactive, Is not 
fissionable. It differs from pluton- 
ium 239, the bomb Ingredient. 
Moreover, Atomic Energy 
Commission officials In answer 
to a newsman's questions said no 
radioactive hazards are envisioned 
for the Apollo astronauts In flight 
or In remote-control handling of 
the radioactive material when It 
reaches the moon where It Is to 
become part of a nuclear battery 
to provide powers for lunar ln- 
The Undergraduate 
Alumni Association 
Is Now Considering Applications For 
Memberships 
Interested Students moy pick up Applications 
at the ALUMNI HOUSE 
struments. 
Both the AEC officials and 
spokesmen for the National Aero- 
nautics and Space Adm'nlstratlon 
said they are confident there would 
be no danger to the public from 
this strange cargo In the event 
that any accident should occur 
during the launching of Apollo 12— 
even Including catastrophic ex- 
plosion of the launching  rocket. 
And the same goes, they said 
in case of: 
Any need to abort the space- 
craft from the launch rocket while 
still on the launching pad or In 
early flight 
Columns wanted 
The BG News needs columnists! 
If you would like to write an 
opinion column or letter for the 
newspaper, submit the signed, ad- 
dressed, and TYPED article to aur 
office anytime between 9 a.m. and 
5 p.m., or mall It to 106 Univer- 
sity Hall. 
Each letter and column will be 
judged on Its own merits and pub- 
lished accordingly. 
Todai&orld 
British officials seek bomb 
LONDON — Police and custons officials In all British ports have 
orders to search all arriving Israeli ships. The orders came from the 
London Port Authority, which said It learned an Israeli ship headed for 
Britain might be carrying a bomb planted by an Arab. 
The name of the ship was not announced. Officials said Scotland 
Yard relayed the bomb warning after receiving a Up from Israeli 
Intelligence. 
The only Israeli vessel to arrive this weekend was the Zlm Line's 
2,325-ton freighter Klneret. She was searched after she docked in London 
Saturday, but no bomb was found. Arab terrorists set off a bomb at 
the line's London office in August. 
Shipping officials In the Israeli port of Haifa said at least one other 
Israeli freighter, the Zlm Line's 4,000-ton Rachel, Is on its way to 
London with a crew of 24. A Zlm spokesman said the ship stopped at 
the Mediterranean Island of Cyprus but added: "We have not heard 
anything about this bomb scare and we are rather skeptical." 
In Tel Aviv, an Israeli government spokesman and the Israeli 
command said they had no knowledge of the bomb report. 
One report said Israeli intelligence was trying to contact other 
Israeli ships at sea and tell them to start searches for bombs. 
Guerrillas get life sentences 
TEL AVIV — Four Arab guerrillas allegedly trained in Red China 
were sentenced to life Imprisonment Sunday. They were convicted of 
armed Infiltration Into Israeli territory and Intent to attack army 
installations. 
They were trained for six months "in a forest In central Communist 
China," an Israeli military court was told, and Infiltrated Into the 
occupied west bank of Jordan In August. They were captured by an 
Israeli army patrol near Jenln. 
The four, aged 18 to 20, admitted the charges but said they expressed 
no regret and declined legal defense. 
War action grows sharply 
SAIGON — Fighting Increased sharply yesterday In Vietnam, with 
197 enemy troops reported killed, but a U.S. spokesman said activity 
"Is still at a relatively low level." 
Seven Americans and six South Vietnamese were reported killed In 
seven clashes scattered across the country from the Mekong Delta 
to the coastal lowlands south of Da Nang. Sixteen Americans and 21 
South Vietnamese were reported wounded. 
The heaviest fighting raged deep In the Mekong Delta 142 miles 
southwest of Saigon. There, 400 South Vietnamese troops supported 
by American helicopter gunshlps reported killing 96 Viet Cong. It was 
the biggest battle of the year for the South Vietnamese. 
Univ. 
Club Skaters 
Who Is 
GRENDAL 
the GRECIAN 
GURK 
Coat ToiHt 
And Find Out 
Agnew blasts 
moratorium 
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Vice 
President Agnew Sunday voiced the 
Administration's harshest crltl- 
lsm yet of last Wednesday's Viet- 
nam Moratorium, saying such pro- 
tests are being pressed by hard- 
core dissidents and professional 
anarchists. 
"The recent Vietnam morato- 
rium Is a reflection of the con- 
fusion that exists In America to- 
day. Thousands of well-moti- 
vated young people, conditioned 
since childhood to respond to great 
emotional appeals, saw fit to dem- 
onstrate for peace. 
OUR NEW 
ALPHA 
PHI 
ACTIVES 
ARE THE 
GREATEST!! 
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Nixon considers Vietnam cease-fire proposal 
WASHINGTON (AP) _ Presi- 
dent Nixon may offer the enemy 
an American-Initiated cease-fire 
proposal when he addresses the 
nation on Vietnam next month. 
It was learned Sunday. 
Mr. Nixon Is weighing recom- 
mendations from some advisers 
that American forces In the war 
zone hold their fire unless fired 
upon. 
One White House source in- 
dicated that Mr. Nixon's tele- 
vision-radio address scheduled for 
Nov. 3 would be the logical oc- 
casion for him to either announce 
a unilateral cease-fire or, by 
making no mention of It, signal 
that  the Idea had been rejected. 
Mr. Nixon's military advisers 
are reported to be urging him to 
declare an Immediate and unila- 
teral cease-fire In Vietnam so 
that any enemy violations could 
be used "as evidence of the ene- 
my's reluctance to end the war." 
Before returning to the White 
House Sunday after a weekend 
stay at the Camp David In 
Maryland's Cotoctal Mountains, 
Mr. Nixon conferred there on Viet- 
nam policy with Secretary of State 
William P. Rogers, Secretary of 
Defense Melvln R. Laird. Attorney 
General John N. Mitchell, and Dr. 
Henry A. Kissinger, the Presi- 
dent's assistant • for national 
security affairs. 
Some legislators renewed pleas 
for  a speedy end to the conflict 
Governance studies 
are made available 
Copies of "A Study In Govern- 
ance," an in-depth look at the chan- 
nels of power at Bowling Green 
State University, are available free 
of charge in the BG News office, 
106 University Hall. 
Written by Paul Collins, the 
supplement appeared In the BG 
last spring. 
#9 seeks fa lent 
Contributions for Number/9 
are accepted dally at the BG 
News office, 106 University 
Hall. Sketches, creative 
photographs, short stories, 
book, record and movie re- 
views, and free verse writ- 
ings are needed. Any student 
may submit entrle . for con- 
sideration. For additional In- 
formation, contact Bill Hronek 
or Barb Jacola In the BG 
News office. 
Why should a traditional 
twill tie have the new 
full fashion shape 
Only the new more luxurious full 
fashion shape (fuller under-the- 
knot, wider throughout) is right with 
today's longer shirt collars, wider 
jacket lapels. What's more, this new 
full fashion shape is best calcu- 
lated to show off the authentic col- 
orings, imported fabrics of Resilio's 
outstanding traditional twill. At bet- 
ter stores everywhere or write: 
Resilio Traditional Neckwear, Em- 
pire State Building, N.Y. 10001 . 
P.S. AH RMIUO Uesbave the new 
lull fMMon shape. 
tesr/i/o^ 
during the weekend. 
Sen. Fred Harris, chairman of 
the Democratic National Com- 
mittee, Sunday called for speeded 
up troop withdrawals and San. 
Edmund S. Muskle (D-M >.) sild 
United Nations Secretary General 
U Thant should negotiate a po- 
litical settlement of the war. Sen- 
ators Harris and Muskle spoke on 
radio-television programs. 
Senator Harris said Mr. Nixon 
has acknowledged that the war 
can't be won militarily and added 
that the President "ought to get 
about getting us out of It on a much 
more rapid and systematic basis. 
"I think the key word Is sys- 
tematic," the Oklahoma Democrat 
said. "It's by that way that we 
can signal Hanoi and signal Saigon 
in a meaningful way that we are 
on the way to allowing the people 
of South Vietnam to achieve self 
determination." 
Senator Muskle said that U Thant 
would be "a natural" to get the 
Saigon government and the National 
Liberation Front—political arm 
of the Viet Cong—together on a 
coalition government for South 
Vietnam. 
"He's an Asian himself," Sen- 
ator Muskle said. "He knows the 
area — Is known there. And he 
knows how to move In an Asian 
situation of this kind." 
And Sweden's new prime min- 
ister, Olof Palme, in an Inter- 
view Sunday, defended his coun- 
try's humanitarian aid to North 
Vietnam and asserted that In the 
South "the NLF at present Is more 
representative of the aspirations 
of the Vietnamese people than the 
junta in Saigon," 
The prime minister was Inter- 
viewed In Stockholm for a broad- 
cast Sunday from Washington. 
The Saigon government also 
came under attack from Sen. 
Charles Goodell (R-N.Y.), who has 
proposed that Congress require a 
complete withdrawal of U.S. troops 
from South Vietnam by Dec. L 
1970. 
It Is time, Senator Goodell said, 
that President Nyugen Van Thleti 
of South Vietnam be told, "You 
have to shape up, we are shipping 
out." He said members of Con- 
gress "must stand up and bear 
our share of the responsibility to 
get out of Vietnam." 
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JANE - Soph. 
DEBBIE - Frosh 
The college you can't get into without a job. 
The college is ours-Western Electric's Corporate Education 
Center in Hopewell, New Jersey. 
Like your college, ours has a campus with dorms, dining halls, 
labs and a library. Unlike yours, you can't get into ours without a job. 
A job at Western Electric. 
Our students-engineers, managers and other professionals- 
develop and expand their skills through a variety of courses, from 
corporate operations to computer electronics. To help bring better 
telephone, service and equipment, through the Bell System. 
For information contact your placement office. Or write: College 
Relations Manager, Western electric Co., Room 2500, 222 Broadway, 
New York, New York 10038. An equal opportunity employer. 
(A)Western Electric 
B-- !>,-■ 
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The BG News 
106 University Hail 
Dial 372-2710 
Pates: 40? per line per day. 2 
lines minimum, average of 5wortls 
per line. 
Deadlines:   5 p.m.  two days be- 
fore date of publication. 
The BG News reserves the right 
to   edit or reject any classified 
advertisement placed. 
Printed errors, which In the News' 
oolnlon deter from the value of 
the advertisement, will be recti- 
fied free of charge If reported 
In person within 48 hours of pub- 
lication. 
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL 
VATAN'S Import and Gifts. 166 
S.   Main.   For   the   perfect gift. 
CONGRATS Krlsty and Tom on 
your ATO pinning. The Phi Mu 
Pledges. 
Enjoy those 2 last months of single 
life,  Pista. 
Dear Kathy. Thanks for being the 
best Alpha Gam Big ever. Love, 
Vlckl. 
To Joel and Tiny Tot, It's been 
over a week - When's the baby 
due?  Love, Sue. 
Welcome to the club, DG Debbie. 
Never thought we'd see the day. 
Congrats on your Pike Pinning - 
Donna. 
A Dunlap bites thedustll Congrats, 
your big Reno. 
Pledge sisters - Congratulations 
on your Alpha Phi activation. 
Thanks for the flower - you're the 
greatest. - Phi love - Mary. 
B.B. Digging that TKE Swaetheart 
Song F.F. 
Four fun - loving guys seeking 
somu fun-lovlne   female compan- 
WHYS A NICE GIRL 
LIKE YOU FEELING 
EVERY MONTH? THAT'S PREHISTORIC! 
You're noi >> mini.as usual.' It's onl) temporary, 
vou know A mohthi) problem. Buj who tares when 
you haw thai puffy, bloated. "Oh, I'm MI fat feeling 
TRENDAR, [hat's who TRENDAR'I.I nvlp keep >ou 
slim .i> you are .ill month lung lc modern diurctii 
I water-reducing i action controls temporary prc-men- 
Nini.il weight gain (Thai can he up in " pounds^ < Sun 
ukinu. IKINDAK i to 7 day* before thai time It'll help 
make sou Imik lietler .mil feel better 
TRENOAR.IT MAKES YOU GLAD YOU'RE A GIRL1. 
loashlp. Phone 352-0831. 
Congratulations to My AGD little - 
Jan. You make your Big proud of 
the New ISPC President. Alpha 
Gam love - Ruth. 
A Delta Zeta thanks to Jan, a 
great pledge mom. Judy. 
Jude - the greatest pledge mom 
ever! Thanks so much for every- 
thing. Get high for N D. DZ Love, 
Marie. 
Marg Salchow - Welcome to the 
family LAI, your Big. 
Congratulations Sally and Dave on 
your engagement! Sue, Diane, Nan- 
cy, Wendy. 
Wedding bands made to order, 
Philip Morton Contemporary Jew- 
eler, State and E. Woaster. 
Will trade two reserve tickets for 
B.S. & T. for two floor tickets. 
Call Gary 352-0648. 
Tuba player wants to form or 
Join Dixieland band Ph. 832-4855. 
 $100   REWARD  
For Information leading to the 
arrest and conviction of anyone 
stealing or attempting to steal 
Pizza's from the cars of the Fal- 
con, Plsanello's, Pagllal or Dom- 
ino's. 
College student needed part time 
to work In warehouse filling or- 
ders, etc. Phone 353-3781. Mr. 
Cheetwood. 
Wanted: Call 372-1058 
Help wanted: Need extra cash? 
Earn 40% commission as a cam- 
pus representative for KoscotKos- 
metlcs. Be your own boss. Call 
Arnle at 353-7373. 
Linda, The scent of the rose and 
ONLY 8 
DAYS LEFT 
TO HAVE YOUR 
YEARBOOK 
PORTRAIT TAKEN 
Sign up now for appointment 
Contact the Key office 372-2140 or 372-2656 
the light of the lamp are yours 
forever - finally! Congrats on your 
DZ activation. Joanne. 
SAE's: May activation be an In- 
spirational guide throughout life. 
Congratulations, The Little Sis- 
ters. 
Cherle  O   - with -  a -  smile: 
Thanks for brightening my days - 
hope Pve made yours golden. 
Chl-O love and Mine. Sandi. 
Interested students - pick up ap- 
plications for UAA membership 
at the Alumni House NOW! 
The Betas congratulate "Yakes" 
and Sue on their recent engage- 
ment. 
Bring your key down to Nlchol's 
Clothiers and see If you can't 
win part of $500! While you are 
at It, open a charge account. Home- 
coming will be here soon and you'11 
want to use your charge. 
Get high for Ski Club, 201 Hayes, 
Wed., Oct. 22, at 8:00 p.m. Every- 
one Invited. 
Congrats: "Baby Bruck" and 
Cheryl on your Kappa Slg pinning - 
The Palmer Zoo boys. 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
1965 MGB. White/Black Interior. 
Luggage Rack, Radio, Wire 
Wheels, Best offer. Call Sue, 24769 
Ashley Hall. 
Male Grad student wants respon- 
sible roommrte to share apt. 354- 
3381. 
'63 Jaguar Sedan 3.8 Liter New 
Paint, will sacrifice for $1100 
or best offer Ph. 354-7841. 
Wanted: 2 female roomntes, $43 
a month and utilities, #93 Green- 
view. 
For Rent: Lg. room with bath for 
women students. Near college. Call 
353-6955 days; 352-0630 evenings. 
Wanted: 1 female to share apt., 
2 bedroom, fully carpeted. Fur- 
nished except for 1 bed and dres- 
ser, must be over 21, $75 mon- 
thly. Call Jane 352-0122 after 
5:30 p.m. 
For Sale - 1961 Chevy 4 door 
sedan, new tires $100. Call 352- 
5502 after 6 p.m. 
'62 Chev. Conv., H1M1., sad shape, 
make offer, Dick 2-2911, 669-3251. 
•66 Mustang, V-8, deluxe interior, 
vinyl top, 352-6923. 
It's happening today 
SAILING CLUB 
Will   meet   at   7   p.m. 
Life Sciences Bldg. 
In 102 
FRENCH CLUB 
Will  meet at 7:30 p.m. In the 
Alumni   Roam,   Union.   Slides of 
France will be shown. 
BETA ALPHA PSI 
Will meet at 7 p.m. in the Wayne 
Room, Union. 
RIFLE CLUB 
Will meet at 7 p.m. In the Kohl 
Hall lounge. 
SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT 
OF MANAGEMENT 
Is now accepting memberships 
In the Management Office, 125 
Hayes. Applications may be turned 
in between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. until 
Oct, 31. 
Homecoming elections set 
Elections for Homecoming Queen and her court will be held 
Thursday. Voting booths will be open in the Men's Gym between 
9 a.m. and 5 p.m. Student Identification cards are required to 
participate. 
The queen will be crowned In ceremonies slated for 7 p.m. 
Thursday in the Rotunda of the Student Services Building. A pep 
rally and parade will precede the ceremonies at 6:15 p.m. A bonfire 
will follow at 8. 
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Pizza owners unite in war against thievery 
By JIM SMITH 
Issue Editor 
Would-be pizza thieves might 
do well to think twice before ran- 
sacking delivery cars In Bowling 
Green. They now have a bounty 
on their heads. 
In an effort to curb the rampant 
plzza-snatchlng, four local pizza 
shops have banded together to offer 
a $100 reward for Information lead- 
ing to the arrest and conviction 
of the pie thieves. 
The Idea of a reward was hit 
upon by Plsanello's manager Jerry 
Llss. He passed it on to the 
operators of The Falcon, Pagliar s, 
and Domino's, who agreed to Join 
the effort. 
While the problem of pizza thefts 
has always existed, Llss reported 
that this year has witnessed a 
tremendous upsurge In the number 
of   thefts   and   attempted   thefts. 
"The whole thing is really ap- 
palling," Llss said. "It's not Just 
the frequency of attempts, but the 
blatancy of the thieves as well." 
Although thieves strike all over 
campus, Liss reported that most 
-N«w. photo by Brian St.ll.n. 
FOLK MARATHON-People of all ages attended Friday', concert. 
The marathon was on... 
By DANEENE J. FRY 
Issue Editor 
Students gathered Informally on the forum floor 
of the Student Services Building. Some were In 
groups of two or three, others in larger groups. 
A few were alone. 
Many -were using paper and plastic cups for 
ashtrays   ... one stulant was using his shoe. 
There were only a few students who arrived 
for the first performance. But slowly the Ro- 
tunda was filled. 
Throughout the eveninj stuients wandered In... 
caught one or two performances ... wandered out. 
Some returned ... others didn't. 
A few arrived at 6 p.m. and stayed until 
1:30 a.m Even fewer followed the move from 
the Rotunda to 1:30 to the Crypt. 
Occasionally a student would fight his way 
through the crowd to the door ... run to the Union 
for coffee or cokes ... and return with refresh- 
ments ... and more ashtrays ..for his companions 
as well as himself. 
The event was the folk club's second annual 
marathon. It was officially called a "folk mara- 
thon." But the music represented was of varying 
types ... folk ... biuas ... country ... all kinds 
of music. 
Most of the performers were University stu- 
dents and faculty members. A few were from out- 
side the Bowling Green area. 
Many of them had previous performances be- 
hind them. Some were trying it for the first time. 
Some of the performers returned from the 
first marathon. 
Audience participation was at a minimum until 
10 o'clock. Dave Browning, a BGSU graduate 
and social worker from Toledo, changed that. 
In his first song, he asked the students to Join 
In his sinking... and they did. 
Browning has performed on campus before... 
the students knew him... Joined him... gave him 
a standing ovation... wished him to continue his 
performance. 
As the program continued, students sang along 
to the songs they knew... ani hummed or whistled 
when they didn't know the words. A few clapped 
to the songs. 
As the hours passed, the crowd began to dwindle. 
Of those who chose to stay, some mentioned they 
were   getting   tired of sitting... that their legs 
were becoming cramped...but few chose to leave 
because of the discomfort. 
Ani when It was over...they wondered when there 
would be another. 
y not be pop 
it, but all people aren't created 
equal. And the longer they live 
(and learn), the less equal 
they get. 
You were probably born 
with a bigger share of intelli- 
gence than most of your fellow 
men . . . and taught how to 
use it. And you appreciate the 
difference. You aren't ashamed 
of having brains. You enjoy 
using them. 
That's why Great Books be- 
long in your hands. These are 
the writings of Plato, Homer, 
Cervantes, Tolstoy, Freud, 
Rabelais, Shakespeare and 
many more. They contain just 
about every important thought 
of Western man for the past 
.yXX) years! A set of 54 beau- 
tifully bound volumes contain- 
ing 443 masterpieces by 74 of 
history's greatest geniuses. 
Here's the most superb personal 
library ever assembled— 
GREAT BOOKS 
TO WIN A FREE SET 
FILL OUT COUPON & 
DEPOSIT IN BG NEWS OFFICE 
106 UNIVERSITY HALL 
-Do you know what the word SYNTOPICON 
MEANS?   . y,oo)d yoo )jke fo know? 
NAME_ 
MAJOR. 
CLASS. 
AGF 
ADDRESS. 
CITY  
STATE  
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of the trouble Is Incurred around 
Fraternity Row. 
"The men will call In a fake 
order to be delivered to another 
house," he remarked, "and when 
the delivery car arrives and the 
driver goes Into the house, they'll 
rush over and try to get In and 
grab a couple of pizzas." 
He stressed, however, that he 
suspected the thieves were con- 
fined pretty much to two or three 
houses. 
"But we have trouble all over 
campus — and town for that 
matter," he added. "When- 
ever some people see a pizza de- 
livery car, they feel It's fair game 
and try to raid it." 
Usually, Llss said his drivers 
lock their doors, and the problem 
Is alleviated...partially at least, 
Llss reported that even a locked 
door won't stop some people. 
" In the past, "he related, " we' ve 
had side vents and even a wind- 
shield broken by thieves or would- 
be thieves." 
In lieu of the possible con- 
sequences, Llss said, the whole 
situation is ridiculous. He pointed 
out that while pizza thievery Is 
only a misdemeanor, breaking and 
entering—which applies to anybody 
who Is caught in the vehicle—is 
a felony. 
But the list of possible charges 
don't even stop here. "If we find 
somebody In one of our cars," 
warned Llss, "we can prosecute 
tor car theft. For all we know 
he was trying to steal the vehicle." 
The other owners haven't been 
bit as hard this year, two of 
Llss's colleagues reported that 
pizza thievery Is a never-ending 
problem. 
H. J. llelnze, owner of the 
Falcon, said that much more 
trouble than pie thefts is the 
"vlsclous molesting of our cars." 
He reported having had several 
windows and headlights broken in 
the past. 
"It's so foolish," he said, "to 
risk a criminal record for a $3 
pizza or two. We don't want to 
get students in trouble," he con- 
tinued, "but this and destrucUon 
has to stop. We'll prosecute fully 
anybody who Is caught" 
Pagllal owner Tom Nicholson 
echoed Helnze's sentiments con- 
cerning prosecution of the cul- 
prits. 
"We want to make It apparent 
to all the students," he said stern- 
ly, "that we're going to press 
charges against anybody who is 
caught. I've got eight cars on the 
road, and I can't risk continued 
damage to them." 
In his first year of operaUon In 
Bowling Green, Domino manager 
Stephen Funk reported that he has 
had little trouble so far. While a 
few pizzas were stolen earlier in 
the year, he said that no damage 
has been sustained by any of his 
delivery cars. 
If the thefts fall to subside, the 
owners Indicated that actions would 
have to be taken to help absorb 
the loss. 
"The reward Is Just the first 
step," said Llss. "If this business 
doesn't stop, we'll have to raise 
our prices or charge for delivery 
to make up for the loss." 
"The last step would be to dis- 
continue delivery service," be 
said, "but we certainly don't want 
to do that because of the distance 
from campus." 
Helnze, however, Indicated that 
the Falcon—located nearer to 
campus— may have to curb de- 
liveries. 
"I don't know if the others will 
go along with this," he said, "but 
we Just can't continue taking this 
beating." 
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Falcon gridders celebrate 'ground' hog day 
By DAVID EGBERT 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Rushing. 
To push or propel with speed, 
Impetuosity or violence. To rush 
towards or against In attack. A 
violent forward motion. 
Bowling Green found out the 
meaning of that last Saturday In the 
presence of a Kent State Home- 
coming crowd and the results 
stunned a hard-nosed Golden Flash 
squad, 7-0. 
The Falcons won a strong de- 
fensive battle In a way that few 
thought possible—on the ground. 
Issac Wright and Jerry Fields 
stood as firm as giant sequoias 
and proved even harder to knock 
off their base as they blasted time 
after time through the befuddled 
Kent State line. Normally alter- 
nating at the fullback slot, the 
duo were both Inserted to try to 
balance the BG offensive attack. 
Needless to say, they did. 
The Falcons knew they had a 
passing attack but seeing Wright 
and Fields blasting for 85 yards 
apiece, had to excite coach Don 
Nehlen quite a bit. On the other 
hand, It was a frustrated Kent 
eleven that tried to run against 
Bowling Green's run-proof de- 
fense. No doubt they felt they were 
traveling up field on a down es- 
calator. 
"I wanted to see our ground game 
go against Kent," said Falcon 
coach Don Nehlen. "Miami must 
be concerned the way we rushed 
because It gives them so many 
more things to worry about. They 
won't be able to key solely on our 
passing game," he said. 
"The score came out 7-0 but 
I don't think It was really that 
close. We had them In check all 
day and I never thought they'd 
beat us," said Nehlen. "I think 
we could have broken It wide open 
If we'd have come cut and thrown 
a lot on them In the second half. 
But we wanted to establish our 
rushing game," he said. 
Wright scored the lone tally of 
the afternoon, plunging over the 
middle from two yards out. 
The Falcons started the winning 
drive on their own 27 and quickly 
moved to the Kent 38. A personal 
foul helped move the pigskin to the 
16 where Fields got good blocking 
and broke through the center for 
15 yards. An offside penalty nul- 
lified the gain but BG marched right 
back with Wlreman keeping around 
left end for six and Fields bulling 
for 13 more. Wright hit paydlrt 
on the next play and Art Curtis 
booted the ball through the uprights 
to make It 7-0. 
The strong BG defensive unit 
also had Its share of glory, hold- 
ing the nation's leading ball 
carrier, Don Nottingham, to only 
50 yards In 24 carries. 
Nottingham, whose lowest rush- 
ing total prior to Saturday was 80 
yards against OU, found the 
Falcons swarm him like a hive 
of bees after honey. He got no- 
where. 
Kent State fans had little to 
cheer about. When Kent pulled out 
all the stops and started going to 
the air In the final quarter Bowling 
Green was there to foil them with 
Frosh swallow dose 
of TU football magic 
By VIN MANNDC 
Sports Writer 
For the second time In one week 
a Falcon football team was beaten 
by a Toledo team on a last ditch 
field goal. 
This time It was the freshman 
Falcons...the score: 11-8. 
The final result was a "cojp 
de grases'' for the Falcon fresh- 
men who were punished physically 
by the Toledo rookies. 
Two starters were lost Friday 
afternoon, both due to knee in- 
juries. Offensive tackle John 
Snydtr and defensive safety Demy 
Click are possibly out for the 
season due to the seriousness of 
their Injuries. 
Tailback Dave Bower received 
an Injury to his side, keeping him 
out of action the second half of 
Friday's game. 
The scoring In the game was 
the result of tough defensive play. 
The Falcons' only touchdown came 
after a blocked punt by defensive 
end Eddie Montrle. The actual 
scoring was by Dave Bower on a 
two yard run. The point-after try 
BG's other score was a gift 
from Toledo's offensive center who 
snapped the ball on a punting 
situation over the punter's head 
and out of the end zone. 
"Actually, our defense did all 
our scoring for us," said coach 
Relcosky. "They kept us In the 
game, always giving us good field 
position. Except, we Just couldn't 
come up with the points." 
The defense made three Inter- 
ceptions besides the blocked punt. 
The offense could not get going, 
however, so the defense's efforts 
were for naught. 
The Falcon rookies couldn't un- 
track their ground game...which is 
their only gam e»so the defense was 
burdened with doing Its Job and 
consequently some of the offense's. 
That Is, the defense did more with 
the ball than the offense. 
Toledo didn't get on the score- 
board till the second half and that 
came on a 43 yard Interception 
runback for a touchdown. They went 
for two on the conversion and got 
them   to   tie   things   up   at 8-8. 
From here on In It was a knock 
down-drag out affair until the final 
minutes. 
"We punted out to about mid- 
field," Relcosky said, "with a little 
more than a minute to go In the 
game." 
"They took the ball down to about 
our 12 and with about six seconds 
left they kicked the field goal." 
This makes the baby Falcons 
0-2; however, they've got three 
weeks to regroup and take another 
crack at their first win. The 
opponent then will be Western 
Michigan. 
"We've got the defense, now we 
have to concentrate on our 
offense," he said. 
Intramural notes 
Entries for the intramural 
two-man volleyball, coed vol- ! 
ley ball      and cross country 
teams must be turned In by 
5 p.m. today. 
Cross country competition 
will be held at 4:30 p.m. 
Thursday. 
three pass Interceptions. 
The Flashes threw the ball on a 
line toward their receivers but 
whoever made the law that the 
"shortest distance between two 
points Is a straight line" didn't 
figure on having Falcons* Greg 
Shlnn and Larry Kelly In between. 
Shlnn captured two KSU passes 
and teammate Larry Kelly hauled 
in one to snuff Kent's attempts 
for victory. 
Bowling    Green    had several 
chances to push In a score but 
mistakes proved costly. 
The Falcons moved to the KSU 
eight yard line In the first period 
but Vern Wlreman's toss over the 
middle was nabbed by Tom Mc- 
Donald and returned 50 yards. BG's 
Fred Mathews caught aWlreman 
pass past the goal line in the 
second quarter but an Ineligible 
receiver   downfleld   nullified the 
play. 
STATISTICS 
BG KSU 
First downs 22 11 
Rushing yds. 223 112 
Passing yd*. 93 52 
Total yds. 322 164 
Passes 20 14 
Completed 7 6 
Intercepted 3 1 
Fumbles lost 1 0 
Penalized yds. 45 44 
Shutout record escapes 
as hooters triumph ,4-1 
By JACK CARLE 
Sports Writer 
It was a near miss and a follow 
through at the same time. 
Falcon hooters grabbed their 
third straight win to up their 
overall record to 4-2, but failed 
in the attempt to stretch its shut- 
out streak. Ball State foiled Bowl- 
lnj Green's bid on a penalty kick 
In the wanning minutes. 
Th'j Falcons were in command 
the   entire   game,   winning,  4-1. 
"We were playing with real con- 
fldencc.the first team is playing 
very very well," Falcon soccer 
coach Mickey Cochrane said. 
Cochrane indicated that he would 
like to have seen the second team 
play a little better. 
"The second team played like 
our backs were to the wall; they 
had no composure," said Coch- 
rane. 
Ball State went Into Saturday's 
contest with a 1-3 record and the 
only improvement they made on 
that was scoring for the first 
time since the opening game of 
the season. 
For Saturday's game, Cochrane 
singled out Jim Brewer anl Al 
Silva on the front line, FredWels- 
mann and Wolfgang Petrasko at 
the halfbacks, Jim Pschlrrer and 
Bob Go.'us at the fullbacks and 
Gary Kovacs In the goal for their 
aggressive and Inspirational play 
during the contest. 
Kovacs received the "play of 
the day'' award trophy for a save 
he made, after having been 
screened out of the play. This save 
was one of only five the BG de- 
fense made as Ball State took five 
shots the entire game. Kovacs 
had four of the saves and Pschlr- 
rer had one. 
In contrast to the low number of 
shots by the Cardinals, BG "©ok 
34 shots connecting on four while 
the Ball State defense made 17 
saves led by their goalie Mike 
Krug, who had 14. 
The Falcons were led In scor- 
ing by center-forward Brewer who 
kicked In the first two goals of 
the game and had the assist for 
the third goal. Sllva had the two 
assists on Brewer's goals, Ed 
Marsmnn kicked In the third BG 
score and Rick Llewellyn had BG's 
final  score with less than three 
Harriers use depth 
for quadrangular win 
A clean sweep of two shutouts 
accompanied the Falcon harriers 
back home last Saturday to put 
the '69 season at a 7-1 dual meet 
record. 
The BG cross country squad 
overcame both Kent State and To- 
ledo by shutting them out an 1 alsa 
beat the University of Michigan 
on their owi territory 19-40. 
Last year, the harriers ware 
downed by both Kent and Michi- 
gan because of a lack of depth 
on the team. Now that they have 
stronger and experienced runners 
the Falcons proved to be at the top 
and not second from the bottom as 
their only win was one point over- 
Toledo last season In the quad- 
rangular dual meet. 
Inllviil.nl performances were 
outstanding as captain Sid Sink and 
Dave Wottle tied for first in 25:33 
for the five mile course. One 
Michigan Wolverine Ken Howe, 
broke up the series of BG   runners 
anl gained third for hts team. 
Freshmen Tracy Elliot and Steve 
Danforth and sophomore Rich 
Breeze came in fourth, fifth, and 
sixth respectively, while Dave Ol- 
son,   (freshman),   finished ninth. 
"The team ran well, as they 
wanted to, but the cold weather 
didn't help," said coach Mel Brodt. 
"We looked pretty good," said 
All-American Sid Sink "but we'll 
have to learn to run and stay 
together to get better and win 
some championships." 
In looking for an MAC champ- 
ionship, the harriers will be in 
a toss-up with Ohio, Miami, and 
Western Michigan Universities. 
Both coach Brodt and Sink agree 
that Western Michigan Is going 
to be the team to beat for the 
championship. 
As their record stands right 
now, the Falcons are in the lead 
and will try for All Oh'o next 
Saturday. 
m'nutes left In the game with an 
assist from Herb Schumm. 
The Cardnals scored their only 
goal of the game with only 1:25 
remaining to play on a free kick 
after a hand ball call In the goal 
area. The goal was kicked In by 
Jeff Kuroskl who has been men- 
tioned as an All-American candi- 
date at center-back. 
The Falcons, this week play 
Wooster tomorrow and Saturday at 
home against Dayton. 
"This is our week of weeks," 
concluded Cochrane. "We can 
mike or break ourselves." 
SCORE BY QUARTERS 
BG 11114 
Ball 0 0 0 11 
k. 
-Ntwi photo by John Jock ion 
AND AWAY SHE GOES-Folcon booter Ed Marsman uses the old 
noggin to good use in BG's win over Ball State. He scored the 
third goal for Bowling Green. 
PIGGY BACK--A member of the Falcon soccer squad (31) appears 
to be asking for a ride but it was the Cardinals who took the trip, 
losing 4-1. 
